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JllOLECULES* 
AN alo:n i> a body which cannot be cut in two. A molecule 

is the smalle;t p:>s;ible p:Jrtion of a p:lTticular suhst:mce. 
No one has ever seen or hand! eel a single molecule. 
cuhr science, is o:tc of tho;e branches of stuJy which 
deal with thicg-s invi;ible and imperceptible by our sense>, and 
which cannot be subjected to direct experiment. 

The mind of m:m has perplexed itself with many hard ques
tion;. Is sp1ce infinite, and if so in wh1t sense? Is the mate
rial world infinite in extent, and are all places within th1t extent 
equ:tlly full of m1tter? D.J atoms exist, or is matter infinitely 
dh·is!b!e? 

The diseas;ion of questio:1s of this kinl has been go:ng on 
ever since me:1 began to reason, and to e1ch of us, as so:Jn as we 
obtain the usc of our faculties, the same old questbns arise as 
fresh _a; e\·er. They form as essential a part of the science of the 
nineteenth century of era, as of that of the fifth century 
before 1t. 

\\'c do not know much about the organisation of 
Thm:e twent;·-two centuric; ago, or of the machinery then en1-
ployed for diffl!sing an interest in physical research. There were 
men, however, in those days, who devoted their lives to the 
pursuit of knowledge with an ardour worthy of the mo;t distin· 
guished members of the British .Association ; and the lectures in 
which Democritus explained the atomic theory to his fellow
citizens of Abder.1 realised, not i11 g >!den opinions only, but in 
golden talents, a sum hardly e\·en in America. 

To another very eminent philosopher, Anaxagoras, known 
to the "'orld as the teacher of Socrates, we are indebted for the 
mo;t important service to the ato:nic theory, which, after its 
statement by Democritus, remainel to be done. Anang-ora.s, 
in Ja:t, stated a theory \vhich · so exactly contradicts the atomic 
theory of Democritus that the truth or falsehood of the one theory 
implies the falsehood or truth of the other. The question of the 
existence or ·non-.existence of atoms cannot b: presented t'l u; 

this evening v>ith gre.1ter clearness th:m in the altem1tive theories 
of thes! two philosophers. 

Take any portion of m1tter, s;q a drup of water, an :I o'.Jserve its 
properties. Like e\·ery other portion of matter 1\·c have ever seen, 
it is divisible. Divide it in two, portion appe:>.r> to retain 
all the properties of the original drop, ani am:>ng others tlut of 
being dirisible. The parts arc similar to whole in every 
respect except in absolute size. 

Now go on repeating the process of division till the sepante 
portions of water arc so sm:11l that we can no longer perceh·e or 
handle them. Still we have no doubt th:1t the sub-di\·ision 
might be c:1rried further, if oar senses were more acute and our 
instruments more delicate. Thu;; far all are agreed, but now 
the question arises, Can this sub-division be repeated f;)r ever? 

Accordinno to Democritus and the atomic school, we must 
amwer in negati\·e. _After a certain number of 
the drop would be divided into a number of parts each of which 
is incapable of further sub-di\'ision. \\' e should thu;;, in ima6i· 
nation, arrive at the atom, which, as ils name literally si;!nifies, 
cannot be cut in two. This is the . atomic doctrine of D.!:no
critus, Epic.1rus, :u1dLucretius, and, I may ad'!, of your lec
turer. 

Accordinno to Anaxa"oras, on the other hand, the parts into 
which the is arc in all respect> similar to the whole 
drop, the mere size of a body counting for as regan!s 
the mlure of its substance. Hence if the whole drop is divisible, 
so are its parts do;m to the minutest sub-divisbns, and with· 
out end. 

The essence of the doctrine of An1xagor:ls is the ·plrt> of 
a body are in all respects similar to the whole. It was therefore 
clllel the doctrine of IIomoiomcreil. Anaxlgorao; did not of 
c0urse as;ert this of the parts of organised bodies such as men 
and ·animals, ·but he maintainel that those inorganic substances 
which appear to us homog-eneou5 are so, ami that the uni
versll experience of mankind testifies that every material body, 
without exception, is divisible. 

The doctrine of atoms and that of homogeneity are thus in 
direct contndiction. 

must ·now go on to molecules. Molecule is a modern 
word. Ic doco; not occur in 7ohmon's Diction:rry. The ideas 
it embodies nrc: those belonging to modern chembtry. 

A drop of water, to return to our former example, may be 
divided into a certain number, and no more, of portions slmibr 
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to each other. Each of these the modem chemist calls a mole
cule >f water. But it is by no means an ntom, for it · contai';l& 
two different substance<, oxygen and and by a certam 
process the molecule may be actually divided into two p3r.ts, one 
consisting of o:<ygen and the other of hydrogen. Accordmg to 
the received doctrine, in each molecule of water there are two 
molecules of hydrorren and one of oxygen. "Whether these are 
or are not ultima!; atoms I shall not attempt to decide. 

\Ve now see what a molecule is, as distinguished from an 
atom. 

A molecuie of a sub;tance is a. small that if, on the 
one hand, a. number of similar molecules were to· 
gether they would form a mass that substance, whtle on 
other hand if nny pntion of thts molecule were removed, 1t 
would no ion"er be able alan" with an assemblage of other 

simihrly to up a mass of the original 
sub>tance. 

Every substance, simple compound, has its own 
If this m?lecule be divided, tts parts arc molecule> of a dtffercnt 
subst:mce or substances from that of which the who!e is a mole· 
culc. An atom, if is such a thing, must be a molecule '?f 
an . elementary subst1ncc. Since, therefore, every molecule 110 

not an atom, but every atom is a. molecule, I shall use the word 
molecule as the more general tenn. 

I have no intention of taking up your time by expomding the 
doctrines of modern chemistry w:th re;pect to the molecul.:; of 
different sub;tances. It is not the speci:1l but the universal inte· 
rest of molecular science which encoara"es ·me to addr<!ss you. 
It i> not b!cause we happen to be· chentists or or spe· 
cialists of any kind that we are attracted towards thu of 
all material existence, but because we all belong to a race en· 
dowed with faculties which urge us on to search deep and ever 
deeper into the nature of things. . . 

\\'e find th:lt now, a; in the days of the earhest phystcal spccu· 
htioas, all physical appear to com·erge tow.1rds. the 
same point, and e\·ery mJ_mrer, as he fonyard 
the dim region towards whtch _path of dt?c.overy 1> lc.1dtng 
him, see;, each accoding to hts stght, the VISIOn of the sJ.:nt: 
quest. 

On! m:1y see the atom as a m:ttcrial point, invested nnd sur· 
rounded by potentid forces. Another no. of _for.:.:, 
but only the bare and utter hardness of mere tmpenetrab1hty. 

Uat though m1ny a speculltor, as he has seen the.vision 
before him into the innermost SJ.nctuary .of the mconcetvably 
little h:1s hatl to coafess that the quest was not for him, and 
though philosophers in every age have been exhorting. e:1ch ot!ter 
to dire:t their minds some more useful and attamablc atm, 
each generation, from the earliest of to. the 
time, has contributed a due proportton of tts ablest mtellects to 
the of the ultimate atom. . 

Our ba;inen this evening- is to describe some re.searchcs 111 
molecular s:icnce, and in particular to place before you any de· 
finite information which has b:en obtained the mole· 
cule; th:mselves. The old atomic theory, as by Lucretiu;; 
:md revived in modem times, asserts that the molecule> of a.ll 
bo:lie; arc in motion, even when the body it:;elf appe.1rs to be at 
rc;t. These motions of arc in the case of solid bodie:; 
confineJ within so narrow a r:mge that even with our best 
micro;copes we cannot detect that they alter their places at all. 
In liquid> and the arc not confined 
within any defimte hmtts, but :work way .the 
wh')le mass, even when th:lt mass IS not duturbed by any VJStble 
motion. 

This process of diffusion, as it _is c:tllcd,·which_goc; on in 
nnd liquids and even in some sohds, can be sub;ected to expcrl• 
ment, and forms one of the most co:tvincing proofs of the motion 
of molecules. 

NO\v the recent progress of nl:llecuhr.science began with 
of the mechanical effect of t!te tmpact of these movtn;! 

molecules when they strike against any _solid body. {!f conroe 
the;e llyi:l" m:>le::1les must beat a'"'amst whatever IS placed 
amon..,. the;1 and the constant of these strokes is, ac• 
cordi.;'g to o;r theory, the sole cause of what is c.tlled the pressure 
of air and other gases. . . 

This appear> to h:1ve been first susp:cted by D.1mel 
but he h:1d n')t the means which w.: no.v ha\·e of venfymg the 
theory. The same theory was afterwards brought forw.ud 
independently by of who, ?ov;ever, devo!ed 
most of hi;; buour to the explafi!lllO!l of by the. 

of ato:ns. Thc:1 Hera path, m hts 
z; 
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published in made a much more extensive application of 
the theory to gase.;, and Dr. Joule, who;e absence from our 
meeting w.: must all regret, c&lculated the actu:1.l velocity of the 
molecules of hydrogen. 

The further development of the theory i; generaUy sttp· 
posed to h:1.ve been with a by Kronig, which does 
not, howe\·er, so far as I can see contain :my improvement on what 
had gone bef0re. It seems, to have drawn the attention 
of P10f. Clausius to the subject, and to him owe a very large 
part of what has been since accomplished. 

\\' e all know that air or any other gas placed in a vc.<sel 
presses· against the sides of the vessel, :m•l the surface of 
: ny hody p'aced within it. On the kinetic theory this pressure 
is entirely due to the molecules striking again;t these surfaces, 
and thereby to them a series of impulses which 
follo·.v each other in such rapid succes.ion that they produce 
an eff!ct "·hich cannot be distinguished from that of a continuou; 
pressure. 

If the velocity of the is gi\·en, and. the number 
varied, then smce each moleculf', on an average, the sidl! 
of the ve;scl the same number of times, and with an impulse of 
the same magnitude, each will contribute an rqual share to the 
whole presmre. The pressure in a vessel of given size is 
therefore proportional to the number of molecules in it, that is to 
the quantity of gas in it. 

This is the complete dynamical explanation of the fact dis· 
covered by Robert Boyle, that the pressure of air is proportional 
to its density. It shows abo that of portions of gas 
forced into a .vessel, e .. ch produces its own part of the pressure 
independently of the rest, and this whether these portions he of 
the same gas or not. 

Let us next suppose that the veloc\ty of the molecules i; in· 
creased. Each molecule will now strike the sides of the vessel a 
greater number of times in a second, but besides the impulse 
of blow will be increased in the proportion, so that 
the part of the presmre due to each molecule will vary the 

of the velocity. N01v the increase of the square of velocity 
corresponds, in our theory, to a rise of temperature, and in thi> 
way we .can explain the effect of warming the gas, and also the 
law dhcovered by Charles that the proportional expansion of 
all between given temperatures is same. 

The dynamical theory also tells us what will happen if 
molecules of different masses are allowed to knock about 
together. The greater masses will go slower than ·the smaller 
ones, so that, on an average, every molecule, great or small, 
Will have the: energy of motion. 

The prqof of thi• dynamical theorem, in which I claim the 
priority, has recently been greatly developed and improved by 
Dr. Ludwig Boltzmann. The important consequence 
which flows from it is that a cubic centirpetre of every gas at 
standard temperature and pressure cqntains the same number of 
molecules. This is the dyuamical explanation of Gay 
law of equivalent volumes of gases. we must now 
descend to p;uticulars, and calculate the actual velocity of a 
molecule of hydrogen. 

A cubic centimet{e of hydrogen, at the temperature of 
melting ice and a pressure of one atmosphere, weighs 

grammes. We have to find at )vhat rate this sm:1ll 
mass must move (whether altogether in separate moleculos 
makes no difference) so as to produce the observed pressure 
on the sides of the cuiJic centimetre. This is the calculation 
which was first made .by Dr. Joule, and the result is 1,859 
metres per second. This is wh:J.t we are accustomed to call a 
great velocity. It is greater than any velocity obtained in 
artillery practice. The velocity of other gases is less, as you 
will see by the table, but in all cases it is \'cry great as compared 
with that 0f bullets. · 

We have now to conceive the molecules of the air in this 
hall flying about in all directions, at a rate of about seventeen 
miles in a minute. 

. Jf all these molecules were flying in the same direction, they 
w9uld constitute a wind blowing at the rate of seventeen 
a minute, and the only wind which appr0aches thi; velocity is 
that which proceeds from the month of a cannon.· How, then, 
ar" you and I able to stanrl here:? Only hec:iu•t the molecules 
hap!J"n to be fl}ing in different directiono, so that those which 
smke aJ::ainstour !Jacks enable us to support the storm which is 
beating against our faces. l!ldeed, if this molecular bombard. 
. ment were to cease, even for an instant, our· veins would swell, 
our breath would leave us, and we should; literally, expire. llut 

it is not only against us or the walls of the room that 
the molecules are striking. Comider the immense number of 

and the fact that they are flying in e\·ery po;sihledirection, 
and you will see that they cJ.nnot avoiu striking each other. 
Every time th:it \lvo molecules come into collision, the paths of 
both are changed, and they otT in nel\' 
each m·olecule is continually its course altered, so 
that in spite of its gr<at w!ucity it may b<! a time he· 
fore it reaches any gr.:at distance 1rom puint at which it set 
out. 

I have here a bottle containing ammonb. Ammonia i5 a 
ga.<; which you can by its smell. Its have a 
velocity of six hundr<!c.l metres per so that if thdr course 
had not been interrupted by striking the of air 
in the hall, everyone in the most distar.t gallery would have 
smelt ammonia l>efore I W.lS able to pronounce: the name of 
the gas. But instead of this, each of ammonil. is so 
jo:tled about by the molecules of air, that it i; sometimes 
going one way and sometimes another. It is like: a hare which 
is always doubling, and it goes a great pace, it makes 
very httle proJress. N e•erthdess, the smell of ammonia is now 
beginning to be at some distance from the bo.tle. 
The gas does diffllse itself through the air, the process 
is a slow one, and if we could close up e\'ery opening of this 
hall so as to make it air-ught, and e\·erything to itself 
for some weeks, the ammonia IYould become uniformly mixed 
through c\·ery part of the air in the hall. 

Th., property of that they difTllse through each other, 
was first 1c.narked by Priestley. Dalton showed that it take; 
place quite independently of any chemical action between tbe 
inter-diffusing gases. Graham, whose researches \\·ere es
pecially towards which seem to throw 
light on molecular motions, made a caref11l study of diflusion, 
and the first results from which the rate of dtffusion 
can l,e calculated. · 

Still mon: recently the rates of diffusion of gases into each 
other hav.: bcea measured with great precision by l'ruf. 
Loschmidt of Vienna. 

He placed the two gases in two similar vertical tubes, the 
lighter gas being placed above the heavier, so as to avoid the 
formation of currents. He then opened a sliding v.tlve, as to 
make the two tubes into one, and alter leaving the gases to them
selve> for an hour or so, he shut the valve, and determined ho·.v 
much. of each gas had diffused into the other. 

As most gases are invisible, I shall exhibit g:1.seous diffllsion to 
you by means of t\\·o gase>, ammonia and hydrochloric acid, 
which, when they med, form a solitl product. The ammonia, 
being the lighter gas, is placed above the hydrochloric acid, with 
a stratum of air between, but you will soon see that the gases 
can diffuse through this stratum of air, and produce a cloud of 
white smoke when they meet. During the whole of this process 
no currents or any other visible motion can be detected. Evt:ry 
part of the vessel appears as calm as a jar of un\fisturbed air. 

But, according to theory, the same kirid of motion is going 
on in calm air as in the inter-diffusing gase>, ·the only ditTerence 
being that we can trace the molecules front one place another 
more easily when they are of a different nature from those 
through whir.h they are diffusing. 

If we wish to form a representation of what is going on 
among the molecules in calm.air, we cannot do than ob· 
serve a swarm of bees, when every individual bee is flying 
furiously, first in one direction, and then in another, while the 
swarm, as a whole, either remains at rest, or sail; slowly through 
the air. 

In certain seasons, swarms of bees are apt to fly off to a great 
distance, and the owners, in order to identify tl.eir property 
when they find them on other people's ground, sometimes throw 
handful!s of flour at the swarm. Now Jet us suppose that the 
lluur thrown at the flying swarm has whitened those bees only 
which happened to be in the lower half of the swarm, leavin; 
those in the upper half free from flour. 

If the bees still go on flying hither and thither in .:m irregular 
manner, the floury bees will be found in continually ·increasing 
proportions in the upper part of the swarm, till they have be· 
come equally diffused throttgh e,·ery part of it. But the reason 
of this d1tlu;ion is not becau;e the bees were markeu with flour, 
but because they are flying about. The only o(the markiug 
is to enable us to identify certain bees . 

'"e have no means of marking a select number of molecules of 
air, so as to trace them after they have become diffused among 
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others, but we may communicate to them some property hy 
which we may obtain evidence of their diffusion. 

For instance, if a horizontal stratum of air is moving hori
zontally, molecules diffusin;:: out of this stratum into those above 
and below will carry" their ho-rizontal motion with them,'and so 
tend (f) communic.ale motion to the neighbouring strata, wbile 
molecules diffusing- out of thene;ghbouring strata into the moving 
one \I' ill tend to bring it to rest. The action bet\veen the strata is 
soinewhat like that oft wo rough one of w)lich slides o\·er 
the other, ruhbing on it. · Friction is the name given to this action 
between solid bodies ; in the case of fluids it is called internal 
friction or ''iscosity. 

1t kin fact onlv :mother kind ot diffusion-a lateral diffusion 
or riromentum, :ind its amount can be calculated from data derived 
from of the first kind of ·ditfusion, that of. m01.tter. 
The cori11nrative values of the viscosity of ditftrcnt gases were 
detcnriined by Grahctm in Ids on the transpiration of 
gases through long narrow tubes, and their absolute values have 
been decluced from on the oscillation of disss by 
Oscar :IT eyer and Ill} sdf. 

Ariother way of tracing the of molecules through 
calm air is to heat the of the air in a vessel, and 
so observe the rate at whkh this heat is communicated to the 
lower strata. This, in fad, is a third kind of nrffusion-that of 
energy, a!'d the rate at which it must take place was calculated 
from data derived from experiments on viscosity before any direct 
experiments on the conduction of heat had made. Prof. 
Srefan, of Vienna, has recently, by a ''ery delicate method, 
succeeded in determining the concluctivity of air, and he finch 
ir, as he tell; us, in striking agreement with the v.t:uc predicted 
by the theory. 

All these three kinds of diffusion-the diffusion of matter, of 
momentum, and of energy-:-are carried on by the motion of the 
molecules. The greater the velocity of the molecules and the 
farther they travel before thdr paths are altt:red hy collision \Yith 
other molecules, the more rapid will be the diffusion. Now we 
know already the of the molecules, and therefore by ex· 
periments on diffusion we can determine how far, on an average, 
a molecule travels without striking another. Prof. Clausius, of 
Bonn, who first gave us precise ideas about the motion of agita
tion of molecules, calls this distance the rnean p:tth of a mole
cule. I have calculated, from Prof. Loschmidt's diffusion ex
periments, the mean path of the molecules of four well-known 
gases. The :werJge distance travelled by a molecule between 
one collision and ano_ther is given in tht: table. It is a very 
small distance, quite imperceptible ·to us even with· our best 
microscopes. Roughly speaking, it is about the tenth part of 
the length of a wa,·e of light, which you know is ·a very small 
quantity. Of course the time spent on so short a path by "stich 
swift molecules ·must be very small. I calculaterl the 
number of collisions which l!ach nmst in a second. 
They are given in the table and are reckone<l by thousands of 
million;. No wonder that the travelling of the S\\·ifttst 
molecule is but small, \,·hen its course is completely !'hanged 
thousands of millions· of times in a second. 

Thi! three kinds of diffusion also take place in liquids, but the 
relation between the rates at which they place is not so simple 
as in the case of gases. The ilynamical theory of liquids is rot so 
well understood as th01.t of gases, but the principal be
tw·een a gas and a liquid seems to be that in a gas each molecule 
spends the grPater part of its time in describing its free path, and 
is for a very small portion of its time engaged in encounters with 
other molecules, whereas in a liquid the mJ!ecule has hardly any 
free path, and is always in a state of close encounter with other 
molecules. 

Hence in a liquid the diffusion ot motion from one molecule to 
another takes place rnuclt more rapidly _than the di(fusion of the 
molecules them.;elves, fer the same reason that it is more exp.;;di
tious in a crowd to p01.Ss on a letter from hand to hand 
than to give it to a special messenger to work his way through 
the crowd. I have here a jar, the lower part of which contatns 
a solution of copper sulphate, while the upper part con-tain's pure 
)\"ater. It has beer standing here since Friday, and you see 
how )ittle progress the blue liquid has' made in diffusing itself 
t}frough the water above. The rate of di(fusion of a solution of 
sugar been carefully by Voit:· Co;rlparing his re
sults with those of Loschmidt on gases, we find that about as 
much diffusion takes pbce. in a second in gases"as requires a day 
in liquids. 

The rate of diffusion of momentum is also slower in liquids 

than in gases, but by no means in tl•e same proportion. The 
same amount of motion takes about ten tirres as long to snhside 
iri \\·ater as in air, as }Otl will see by what takes place wl.eri I stir 
these two jars, one containing wattr and the other air. There is 
still less drfference between the rates at which a rise of teri1pcra
ture is propagated through a liquid and through a gas. 

In solids the molecules are in mvtion, but their motions 
are confined within very narrow limits. Hence I he diffusion of 
matter does not take place in solid bodies, though that of motion 
and heat takes place very freely. N everthele", cerfain liquids 
can diffuse through colloid such as jelly and gum, :\nd by· 
drogen can make its way through iron anci palladium. 

We hive no time to do more than mention that most v:onder
fnl.molecular motion which is called electrolysis. Here is :m 
electric current passing through acidulated \\•ater, and 

to appear at one electrode and hydrogen' at tl1c othtr. 
In the space the water is perfectly <alm, and yet two 
opposite currents of ami of hydro;;en must he passing 
through it. The physical theory of thi; process has been studied 
by Clausius, who h:ts given rea;ons for a»erting that in ordinary 
water the molecules not only moving, !Jilt every now and 
then striking each other with such \'iolence that the oxygen and 
hydrogen ,,f the molecules part cump;wy, ·dance about 
through the crowd, seeking partners ,,-hich have become 
dissociated in the same way. In ordinary water these ex
changes produce, on the whole, no ol,servahle effect, but 
no slloner does the electromotive force b<gin to act than it 

its guiding influence on the unattached molecules, and 
bends the course· of each toward its proper elfctrode, till the 
moment when, mett;ng with an un01.ppropriatcd molecule of the 
opposite kind, it enters again into a more or less permanent 
union with it till it is again dissociated by another shock. Elec
trolysis, therefore, is a kind of diffusion asshted by electromotive 
force. 

Another branch of molecular science is that which relates to 
the of molecules betwem a liquid and a gas. It in
ciudes the theory of evaporation and conJensation, in which the 
gas in is the vapour of the liquid, and a so the theory of 
the absorption of a gas by a liquid of a different The 
researches of Dr. Andrews on the relations between the liquid 
and the gaseous state have shown u; that though the statements 
in our o .vn tlementary text-books may be so neatly expressed 
that they appear almost self-evident, their true interpretation 
may involve some principle so profound that, till the right man 
has )_.id hold of it, no one ever Htspecls that anything i> left to 
be discovered. 

These, then, are, of the fields from which the data of 
molecular science are gathered. We may divide the ultimate 
results into three according to the completeness ·of our 
knowledge of them. 

To the first rank belong the relative masses of the mole
cules of different gases, and their ,-elocities in metres per 
S!'Cond. These data are obtained fro:r. experiments on the pres
sure and density of gases, and are known to a high degrce of 
precisiof1. 

In the second rank we must place the relati,·e size the 
molecules of g01.ses, the length d t_heir ·mean pa!h>, and 
the of cqllision;; These quantities ar" de

fro!ll experimettis on the three kinds qf oiffu,ion. · Their 
values must be regarded as rough·'appn.ximations till 

qre methods of experimenting are greatly improved. 
There is arother set of quantities which we must place in the ' 

third rank, because our knowledge of them is neither precise,· as 
in the first rank, nor approximate, as ir !he second, but o.nly 
as yet of the nature of a probable con;ecture. are the 
absulute m01.ss of a molecule, its absolute diameter, and the 
number of molecules in a cubic centimetre. We know the reh
tive m"-'s':s ITIOiecule$ great. and we 

relative dta!Jletcrs .apllroximatell'· From these we 
can deduce the relative der•sihes of the molecules themselves. 
So far '"e are on firm grol1ud. 

The great resistance of liquids to co!llpression makes pro
b,.ble that their molecules must be at about the same dts!ancc 
fmm each other as that at which iwo molecules ot the same 
substanc!' in· the form . act on each' dming an 
encounter. This cOnJecture has been put to te,t by Lorenz 
1\leyer, who has compared the densities of different liquilio with 
the calculated relative densities of the molecules of their vapours, 
and has found a remarkable correspondence between them. 

Now Loschmidt has deduced from the dynamical theory the 
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followin;: rem:ukable propor:!o:1 :-As the volume of a gas i; to 
the combined volume of aU the molecules contained in it, w is 
the mean plth of a mol:culc to one-eighth of the diameter of 
a molecule. 

that volume of the substance, wl:tcn reduced to 
the liqu!d form, is nJt much greater th:m the comb!ned vo!ume 
of the molecules, we obtain from this prop:>rtion the dhmeter of 
n molecule. In this way Loschmidt, in 1865, made the first 
estimate of the diameter of a molecule. Independently of him 
and of each other, 1\Ir. Stoney in 1868, and Sir W. Thomson in 
ISjo, published results of a Eimihr kind, those of Thomson 
heing deduced nDt only in this way, but from considerations 
derived from the thickness of soap hubbies, and from the electric 
properties of metals. 

According to the bble, which I have calculated from Lo
schmidt's data, the size of the molecules of hydrogen is such that 
about two million of them in a row \vould occupy a millimetre, 
and n million million mi!Hon million of them weigh bc
t\\·ccn four nnd five gramme.s. 

In a cubic of any gas at standard pressure and tern· 
perature there arc about nineteen million million million mole· 
cules. All these numbers of the third rank are, I need not tell 
you, to be regarded as at present conjectural. In order to 
warrant us in putting any confidence in numbers obtained in this 
way, we should have to complre togetber a greater number of 
independent data. we lnve as yet obtained, and to sbow tblt 
they lead to consistent results. 

Thus far we luvc been considering molecular science a> an 
inquiry into natural pbenomena. nut though the professed aim 
of all scientific work is to unra\·el the secret:; of nature, it has 
anotber effect, not less valuable, on the mind of the worker. It 
leaves him in possession of methods wbich nothing but scientific 
work could have led him to invent, and it places him in a 
position from which many regions of nature, that which 
he has been stuiying, appear under a nc.v aspect. 

The study of molecules has developed a met hoi of its own, 
and it has also opened up ne1v ,·iews of Inture. 

\\'hen Lucretius wishes us to form a mental of 
the motion of atoms, he tells us io look at a sunbeam shining 
tbrough a darkened room (the same instrument of research by 
which Dr. Tyndall makes to us the Just we breathe,) and to 
observe the mote> which cbase each other in all directions through 
it. This motion of the visible motes, he tells us, is but a result of 
the far more complicated motion of the invisible atoms wbich knock 
the motes about. In his dream of m.ture, as Tennyson tells us, be 

"sa·,1,· the flaringatom·streams 
And torrents of mrrbd universe, 
Ruining ::'..IOn,6 the: illimitab!e inane, 
Fly 0:1 to cbsh together a:;ain, and 
Another and another frJ.me of things 
For eyer." 

And it h no wonder th::.t he should bave attempted to burst 
tbe bonds of Fate by making his atoms deviate from their 
courses at quite uncertain times and places, thus attributing to 
them a kir.d of irrational free will, which on bis materialistic 
theory is tbe only explanation of that power of voluntary action 
of which we ourselves nrc conscious. 

As long as we have to deal with only two molecules, and 
have all the given us, we c:m calculate the result of their 
encounter, but when we bave to deal with millions. of molecules, 
eacb of which has millions of encounters in a second, the com
plexity of he problem seems to shut out n.ll hope of a legitimate 
solution. 

The modern :..tomists ha\'.'! therefore adopted a method which 
is I beEeve new h the dep:ntm::nt of mathematical 
though it long- been in t:>e in the Section of Statistics. 
When the .working of Section F get hold of a Report of 
the Censm, or any other document containing the numerical data 
of Economic and SJcial Science, they begin by distributing the 
wlwle into groups, nccording to age, income-tax, 
education, religious belief, or criminal com·ktions. The number 
of individuals is far too great to allow of their tracing tbe bi;. 
tory of each separately, so that, in order to reduce their labour 
witbin limits, they concentrate tbeir attention on a 
sm1H number of nrtificial groups. The varying number of indi. 
viduals in each group, and not tbe varying state of each indi· 
vilu1l, is the primary datum from wbich they work. 

Thi;, of course, is not tbe only metbcd of studying human nature. 
\Ve may observe tbe c,mduct of individual men and compare it 
with that conduct wbich tbeir previous character and their 
present circumstances, according to the best existing theory, 

woald lead us to expe;:t. Those wbo practise this rnetbod en. 
deavo:Jr to improve tbeir knowleJge of tbe elements of human 
nature, in much the same way as an astronomer corrects the 
elemenfs of a phnet by comparing its actual position with that 
deduced from tbe received elements. The study of bum1n nature 
by p1rents and schoolmaster;, by historians and statesmen, is 
therefore to be distin"uisbed from that carried on by registrars 
and and "by those statesmen who put their faith in 
figures. The one may be called the historical, and the o!her 
the statistical method. 

The equations of dynamics completely expre;s the laws of the 
historical method as applied to matter, but the application of 
these eqmtions implies a perfect knowledge of all the data. nut 
tbe smn.llest portion of matter which we can subject to experiment 
cons is '.s of million; of molecules, not one of which ever becomes 
individually sensible to us. \\'e.clnnot, therefore, ascertain the 

motion of any one of tbese molecule;, so that we are 
obliged to abmdon the strict historical method, and to adopt 
the statistical method of den.ling with large groups of molecules. 

The data of the statistical method :is applied to molecular science 
are the sums of large numbers of molecular quantities. In 
stadying the relations between quantities of tbis kind, we meet 
with a new kind of regularity, the r(gularity of averages, which 
we can depend upon quite for all practical 
but which can make no claim to that of absolute 
precision whicb belongs to the laws of abstract dynamics. 

Thus molecular science teaches us that our experiments can 
never give u:; anytbing more than statistical information, and 
th1t n:> law deduced fro:n them can pretend to absolute pre· 
cision. But when we pass from tbe contempbtion of our 
experiments to that of the nnlecules themselves, we leave tbe 
world of dunce n.n:l change, an:l enter a region wbere every· 
thing is certain and immutable. 

The mole.:ules are conformed to a constant type witb n pre· 
cision wbich is not to be found in the sensible properties of the 
bodies which they constitute. In the first place the mass of each 
individual molecule, and all its other properties, are absolutely 
unalterable. In the second phce the properties of all molecules 
of the same kind arc absolutely identical. 

Let us consider tbc properties of two kinds of molecules, those 
of oxygen and those of hydrogen. 

\\'e can procure. specimens of oxygen from very different 
sources-from the air, from water, from rocks of every geo. 
logical epoch. The history of these specimens has been very 
diflerent, and if, during thousands of years, difference of circum· 
st:l.nccs could produce of pr0perties, these specimens of 
oxygen would show it. 

In like manner \Ye may procure hydrogen from water, from 
coal, or, as Graham did, fro:n meteoric iron. Take two litres of 
any specimen of hydrogen, it will com with exactly one litre 
of any specimen of oxygen, and will form exac!ly two litres of 
the vapour of water. 

K ow if, during the whole previoas history of either specimen, 
imprisoned in the rocks, flowing in the sea, or careering 

tluough unknown regions with the meteorites, any modifi;:ntlon 
of the -molecules bld taken place, these relations would. no 

be preserved. 
llat we have another and :ln entirely different method of com· 

paring tbe properties of molecules. The molecule, though in· 
destructible, is not a bard rigid body, but is capable of 
intcrnalnuyements, and wben these are excited it emits rays, 
the wave-length of which is a. measure of the time of vibration 
of the molecule. 

lly means of the spectroscope the wave·lengtbs of uifferent 
kinds of light may be to \Yithin one ten-thousandth 
part. In this way it has been ascertained, not only that mole· 
culcs taken from every specimen of hydrogen in our laboratories 
have the same set of periods· of vibration, but that light, baving 
the same set of periods of vibration, is emitted from the sun and 
from tbe fixed stars. 

\\'e are thus n.ssured that molecules of the same nature as 
those of our bydrogen exist in those distant regions, or at lea;t 
<lid exist when the light by which we see them was emitted. 

From a comparison of the dimensions of the buildings of th: 
Egyptians with thme of the Greeks, it appears tbat they have a 
common measure. lienee, even if no ancient author bad recorded 
the fact that the two. nations employed the same cubit as a 
standard of length, \Ye might prove it from the buildings them· 
selves. '\'e sbould also be justified in asserting that at some 
time or otbcr a material standard of lengtb must haYc been 
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carried from one ccuntry to the othc r, or tlllt both countries 
had obtained their standarJs !rom a common source. 

llut in the heayens we discoyer by their light, and by their 
ligllt alone, star3 so distant from each other that no material 
thing can eYer haYe passed from one to :mother, and yet this 
light, which,is to us the sole evidence of the exHence of these 
distant worlds, tells us also that each of them i5 built up of mole· 
cules of the same kinds as those which we find on earth. A 
molecule of hydrogen, for example, whether in Sirius or in Arc
turus, executes its vibratiom in precisely the time. 

Each molecule, therefore, throughout the univer£e, bears im
pressed on it the stamp of a metric system as distinctly as docs 
the metre of the Archives at Paris, or the double royal cubit of 
the Temple of Karnac. 

No theory of evolution can be formed to account for the simi· 
brity of molecules, for evolution necess:uily implies continuous 
change, and the molecule is incapable of growth or decay, of 
generation or destruction. _ 

None of the processes of Nature, since the time when Nature 
began, have produced the slightest difference in the of 
any molecule. 'Ve are therefore unable to ascribe either the 
existence of the molecules or the identity of thtir propu<ies to 
the operation of any of the causes which we call natural. 

On the other hand, the exact quality of each molecule to all 
others of the same kind gives it, as Sir John Herschel has well 
said, the essential character of a manufactured article, and pre
cludes the idea of its being eternal and self-existent. 

Thus we have been led, along a strictly scientific path, very 
near to the point at which Science must stop. Not that Science 
is debarred from studying the internal mechanism of a mo!e
cule which she cannot take to pieces, any more than from in
vestigating an organism which she cannot put together. 
llut in tracing back the history of matter Science is arrested 
when she assures herself, on the one hand, that the molecule has 
been mde, and on the other that it has not been made by any 
of the processes we call natural. 

Science is incompetent to reason upon the creation of matter 
itself out of nothing. 'Ve have reached the utmost limit _of our 
thinking faculties when we have admitted that because matter 
cannot be eternal and self-existent it must have been created. 

It is only when we contemplate, not matter in itself, but the 
form in which it actually exists, that our mind find; 
on which it can lay hold. 

That matter, as such, should h::IVe certain fundament:1l pro
perties-th:lt it should exist in space and be capable of mo:ion, 
that its motion should be persistent, and so on, are truths which 
rn:1y, for anything we know, be of the kind which metaphysiciar.s 
call necessary. 'Ve may use our knowledge of such truths for 
purposes of deduction but we have no data for speculating as to 
their origin. 

But that there should be exactly so much matter and no more 
in every molecule of hydrogen is a fact of :t very different order. 
"' e have here a p:1rticular distribution of matter-a. 
-to use th!! expression of Dr. Chalmers, of things vo hich we 
have no difficulty in imagining to have been arranged other
wise. 

The form and dimemions of the orbits of the lor in
stance, are not determined by any law of nature, but depend upon 
a p:uticubr collocation of matter. The same is the case with 
respect to the size of the earth, from which the standard of what 
is called the metrical system has been derived. lJut these 
astronomical and terrestrial magnitudes arc far inferior in scien· 
tifie importance to that most fundament:1l of all standards which 
forms the base of the molecular system. Nat ural causts, as 
we know are a.t work, whkh tend to modify, if they do not at 
length all the arra!'gements and of the 
and the whole solar But though 111 the course of ages 
catastrophes have occurred and. may yet occur in the heavens, 
though ancient systems may be d1ssolved and new systems evolved 
out of their ruins, the molecules out of which these systems are 
built-the foundation stones of the material universe-remain 
unbroken and unworn. 

They continue this day as they were created, perfect in num
berand measure and weicrht, and from the ineffaceable character; 
impressed on them we 

0

may that those ah:r 
accuracy in measurement, truth 111 statement, _and m 
action which we reckon among our noblest attnhutts as men, 
are 01;rs because they are essential comtituents of the im3ge of 
Him 'Yho in the beginning created, not only the heaven j. 
and the cartl1 but the materials of which heaven ancl earth 
consist. 

1 
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o·rSo2 f hy 
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co & co; 
II 
0 o 213 D:ff"sion c.f momentum 
co o·zr2 Gra'::1m :md. 
co" 
Air 
Copper 
Iroa 
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1
.077 Difuoion of temperature ob· O'.!j6 } 

0 r1>3 by Stefan. 

in water o·oocQ0.)65 I Voit. 
Dtffus1on m a day 0'314-l I 
Salt in \\ater • • o·oocoo116 Fick. 

FUEL* 

I N accepting the of th:! Council of the llriti3h 
Associatioa to deliver an adJres3 to the operative classes of 

this great i[ldustrial district, I felt that I was no 
easy task. Having to speak <;m behalf o.f and 
in the presence of many of Its most dtstmgmshed members, 
I am bound to treat my subject scientifically,_ bat I have to bear 
in mimi at the same time that I am addressing myself to men 
unquestionably of geed intelligence, but that scientific 
trainin" which has almo.;t created a language of 1ts own. 

It i; uo consolatioa for me to think, th:\1 those who have 
taken a similar task upon themseh·es i1t former years, have 
admirably succeeded in divesting highly scientific subjects of 
the formalism in which they arc habitually clothed. The very 
names of these men-TyJodall, Huxley, )!iller, Lubbock, and 
Spottiswoodc-are suth as to prcclmle in me all iclc:t of ri1·alry, 
but I hope to profit by their example,_ to remember that 
truth must always be snnplc, ant! that 1t 1s only where know
ledge is imperfect scientific must take the place 
of plain . . , _ 

The sub;ect matter of my dts:ourse ." a 1nth 
which e1·ery one of us has become famthansed from Ius mfancy, 
but which nevertheless is but little understood even by those 
1vho arc most larnely interested in its applications ; it involves 
considerations of"the highest ll priori interest, both from a 
scientific and a practical painE of vie1;·. . . 

I purpose to arrange my subJect under fi1·c pnnctpal hc:ds :
t. What is fuel? 
... Ylhcnce is fuel deriYcd? 
3· Bow should fuel be used? 
4· The co:1! question of the day. 
5· '\'herein consists the fuel of the sun? _ 
\\'hat is fuel ?-Some of you may ha;·c already withi11 

yourselves that it is hat waskd time tu cubr:_;c upon a 

., J.cctur\! l.n::fcrc tl.e: Uritis\ .-\:-;soc:at v.l ;.t bJ Dr. 
Siemens. 
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